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Temple Society Australia is an independent Christian faith community

LIVING YOUR FAITH

Christa Lingham

In the last few issues of Templer Talk, our services and other written
pieces have been focused on community and our responsibility
and response to our community, the Temple Society. In June, we
celebrated the founding of the Temple Society in 1861. The founding
members were concentrating on how to bring about the Kingdom
of God on Earth – it is, in fact, our motto (from Matthew 6:33): “Set
your mind on God’s kingdom and his justice before everything
else, and all the rest will come to you as well.” The members were

to work towards something greater than themselves. In difficult and
uncertain times, this was something that could be done. The Temple
Society was always an active Christian group – it was by living
your faith you could demonstrate to others that society could be
improved.

Copy Deadline, Issue 51
Friday 18 August, 2017

This fits our text for the month, taken from James 2, verse 26: “So

All submissions and correspondence

then, as the body without the spirit is dead, so too faith without

to: Angela Woodburn

actions is dead.”

Communication & Promotion
Temple Society Australia

The Temple Society has always been an active faith – its founders,
and those who followed, were always about living their lives
according to the Bible – though this was refined over time to living
according to what Jesus said is required. Community was always
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important – the idea of bringing about God’s

influence those around us, we ensure that they

Kingdom on Earth was about everyone living their

don’t influence us in a negative way.

lives according to what Jesus taught.

On Sunday, July 16, a diverse group of 16 Templers

Many of us struggle with the terms ‘Kingdom’ or

gathered to discuss the topic “Is a humanist

‘God’, knowing that our interpretation of God may

Christianity possible and, if so, what would it

mean something different to each of us. Lately,

look like from a TSA perspective?” Christian

I have heard people using the term ‘God of your

humanism can be defined as living life according

understanding’, to indicate that we can all struggle

to the teachings of Jesus, but without belief in

with our own concept of God.

God or a supernatural being. We discussed the

God may be spirit, conscience, nature – there is no
one notion of what God is. Even within the Bible
there are many versions of God – from the vengeful
Old Testament God to the New Testament God of
love. Consider that the early Templers chose to live
by the twin commandments of love: “Love God
with all your being and love your neighbour as you

topic, although the aim was not to actually answer
the question and other resultant issues, but to
challenge us to think more deeply and thereby
increase our understanding. Through our own
beliefs, we could perhaps answer the question
individually, but we weren’t seeking consensus or a
defined position across the group.

love yourself” (Matthew 22:37-39) and it can be

We were encouraged to come up with questions,

seen that to them God was a God of Love.

either arising from the conversations or from

The word ‘Kingdom’ is also problematic, but I
have long considered it to be a state of being or, in
today’s terms, a virtual Kingdom. This means we
can have a group of people, such as the Templers,
living in the broader community, in diverse
locations and all working towards a common goal,

concepts we had been thinking about. I have
listed these below. Read them – are there some
that resonate with you? If so, spend some time
considering your personal responses. There are no
right or wrong answers, just your responses.
•

Where do Templer values and morals come

realising that Kingdom. So, while living together

from? Who is the final authority if we ‘do away’

in a particular place, it may be easier (for those on

with God?

the outside looking in) to see how living our ideals
makes for a good community (or society), we can

•

What is an active TSA member?

probably be an example to many more by living in
the wider community. Living within a like-minded
community also makes it easier to live your ideals

•

without the close proximity of like-minded people
to help us. It is important that while we hope to
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Is the TSA predominantly a religious or
community organisation?

as it is reinforced by those around you, but it is
much harder to live life according to our ideals

Why did you join and remain active in the TSA?

•

Is the TSA a Church?

•

•

Should we have more religious instruction for

your thoughts and beliefs, is important because it

children?

can influence how you live your life and how you

When we say love your neighbour, why do we
love the next neighbour (over)?

•

According to Bishop John Shelby Spong, a
non-religious world wants a humanist message
from the Bible. Does it therefore follow that the
religious world is not accepting of humanism?

•

How do we respectfully discuss contentious
issues with people whose viewpoint is different
from ours?

•

What would be the TSA response to Donald

•

As members of the Temple Society, we are
challenged to live the best life we can, where
contribution to community is desired and valued.
It is important for all members to contribute. We
are encouraged to have an active expression
of our beliefs and to demonstrate this, not only
within the wider community, but also, if we want
a vibrant Temple Society, within our own Templer
forge a community that strives to bring about the
‘Kingdom of God’. It was never envisaged to be
an easy task – if it were, we would be living in a

Do you have to believe in anything to be a
Templer?

•

an active Christianity.

Community. We should not forget our work is to

Trump?
•

interact with the world. It feeds into that notion of

perfect world. Building such a community is hard
work, requiring input from all, if we want the Temple
Society to not only survive, but thrive.

Can we teach the messages contained in

1

Christianity without reference to God?

spong27s-bible-for-the-non-religious/4169508

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/spiritofthings/

How long will or can the TSA survive?

The question relating to Bishop Spong was in
response to an interview with Dr Rachael Kohn
(Spirit of Things) on August 12, 2012. The link is at
the end of the article.1
Please take time to consider the questions. Find
one that draws you in or jumps out at you. Ponder
it. You may want to read further or even discuss it
with others. Is there anything in your consideration
that has an outcome for how you may live your life,
how you may deal with people, how you respond
to today’s issues? I think that working on yourself,
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REGIONAL
COUNCIL
UPDATE
The July Regional Council meeting again focused
on TTHA matters. Firstly, the Home’s 2017/2018
budget, as recommended by its Board, was
presented and discussed before being approved.
Attention then turned to important elements of the
land rental, including the quantum, the term and
the mechanism for review. As with all such weighty
matters, it is necessary to hear “both sides of the
argument” and not to function to the detriment of
either party. Serving in their respective capacities,
I am continually impressed by the commitment
shown as our volunteers strive to negotiate for the
common good.
The Bentleigh Hall parquetry floor has had to
be replaced, a consequence of the heavy rain
experienced between Christmas and New Year.
The work is being covered by insurance.
A recent email from the Australian Red Cross
piqued my interest. It listed seven simple ways to
bring more good to the world, your community and
your family, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Knit a trauma teddy
Make your own emergency survival kit
Give blood
Donate your preloved clothes
Find out about the world’s biggest humanitarian
crisis
6. Help a refugee starting life in Australia
7. Become a volunteer
Do you already give of your time in these areas? If
not, please consider.
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Mark Herrmann
With the conclusion of the financial year comes
preparation of annual financial accounts, auditing
and general meetings. The Temple Society
Australia Annual General Meeting is scheduled for
Sunday, September 17 from 10.30am in Bayswater.
Next month’s Templer Talk will include the agenda
and all other meeting information.

Tempelgesellschaft in
Deutschland (TGD) News
From the Templer archives in Degerloch we
learn that the Israeli restorer Shay Farkash

discovered an old Hotel Jerusalem (Hardegg
Hotel in Jaffa) guestbook in London’s

Imperial War Museum and, with assistance
from Martin Higgins, was able to obtain

digital images of its form and content. The

Israeli architect Dr Danny Goldman advised
of the restoration of the former Haering

family home in Sarona and that it has now
been placed under heritage protection. In

Alonei-Abba (the former Waldheim), the old

church is to be renovated as a cultural centre
for the district.

As Theo Richter writes in his report

from Germany, the renovation of the

Gemeindehaus club room is effectively
complete, and it was able to be “christened”
at the Tempelgründungsfest in June.

COMMUNITY CARE

Martina Eaton

This month I am going to ask you a question: What

Care Worker, I have training in a range of different

are you grateful for?

specialities, including working with adolescents. If

Do you contemplate this question often or is it the
first time you have thought about it? Every year I

you are looking for support, or just need someone
to chat to, please do not hesitate to give me a call.

do something called 100 days of Happiness. It is a

We also have our Women’s Pamper Day coming

great way to reflect on what makes me happy, what

up on September 2 in Bayswater (more information

I am grateful for and how lucky I really am. Today,

on the following page) and a High Tea during

I am grateful to be able to do my work from home

Carers Week in October. Look out for your personal

where it is warm and I have everything I need at my

invitation to this event in your mailbox. We have lots

fingertips (and one of my dogs is warming my toes

of great things happening in our community!

by sitting on them). So, what are you grateful for?

Telelink will be held on August 11 and 25 at

The cooking classes have finished at CHAMPION

2.30pm. We are looking to add a few more people

and we had some great feedback from participants

to our group, so please contact me if you are

and from the facilitators. I saw some amazing

interested in joining the conversation. It is held

meals cooked and some great connections made.

fortnightly for one hour only.

It was great to have a combination of Templers and
CHAMPION clients come together and cook in our

Keep smiling!

Bayswater kitchen. Thank you again to Knox City
Council for the grant to put this program on.
We have the Anxiety Workshop coming up on
Saturday, August 12 from 3.00pm to 5.00pm in
Bayswater. More information on page 17. This
event is targeted at both parents and guardians,
as well as teens. It is a great way to find out more
about anxiety and how to recognise it in your
friends or the young people in your life. There are
two sessions run concurrently. One is for young
people and run by a psychologist who is bringing
her therapy dog. The other session is for adults.
I hope to see you there. RSVP preferred, but not
essential.
Speaking of teens, did you know I can come
and visit young people too? As the Community

CONTACT ME: Martina Eaton | Community Care Worker | M: 0433 335 815 | E: careworker@templesociety.org.au
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YOUTH

Susi Richter and Cath Shelley

August is a busy month, with lots of youth activities to slot
into your calendars. A diverse range of activities offering

Upcoming Events

experience the pop up Ice Skating Bar on August 18 at the

Sunday, August 6

something for all interests, including if you’re keen to
Common Man on South Wharf.

Family Service Bayswater

We’d love for you to join us at the Family Service on

Sunday, August 6 or at the Kaleidoscope Games with

Friends Night on Friday, August 25, designed for our youth
to drop in and hang out with friends.

Saturday, August 12
Youth Anxiety Forum
Friday, August 18
Skate and Slide

Looking forward to seeing you all!

Saturday, August 26

Cath and Susi

Youth Connect

Photos:
Part of the creative
scavenger hunt and
photo competition for our
confirmands at Youth Camp.
More photos next month!

August
Birthdays
Declan Campbell
Ellena Glenk		
Eric Herrmann
Patrick Weber		

CONTACT ME: Susi Richter | Community Youth Coordinator | M: 0400 764 257 | E: susi@templesociety.org.au
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SYDNEY

Jan Johnson

Sydney has had the advantage of a mild winter,

the festivities at the German-Austrian Club in

lucky we are! Hopefully this weather will continue

for non-members is $15. For those who don’t have

being blessed with some magnificent weather. How
into spring which is just around the corner, folks!
The warmer weather should encourage a few

people to come along to our next Templer Night

Cabramatta on Saturday, September 30. Admission
transport, we may be able to organise a car pool.

This may be combined with a Youth day/night out if
we receive enough interest.

Out on August 18 at 7.00pm. We are heading to El

A callout to all ages – have you considered

restaurant that has received great reviews and is

yours to be? It is important to let family members

Phoenician, in Church St, Parramatta, a Lebanese

well known for its atmosphere. Are you interested?
Please let me know by August 11 at the latest.

Our July service was held by Elder Ingrid Turner;

we were encouraged to bring our stories of times
when we needed help. We shared many funny,

heart-warming and tear-jerking moments and it
was a reminder that, even when we feel alone,
there is always hope, someone there for us,
perhaps in the most unexpected of places.

This month sees our Winter Lieder Concert. The

occasion is becoming a popular event for many.
We have advertised in the local papers and are
expecting quite a turnout. This is an excellent

opportunity to share the Temple Society’s values
of acceptance, community and togetherness,

designing your own funeral? How would you like

know your wishes. This not only takes the pressure
and stress off, it allows them to feel that the

decisions they make are what you really wanted.

If you are interested in having a say, please let me
know. I am happy to help you design your own

funeral. There are no right or wrong answers, just a
chance to individualise your goodbye.

Progress is being made in regards to the Faith
Facilitator position and a proposal will be put

before Regional Council in the next month or two.
This second half of the year is already looking to be
a busy one for all ages!
Auf Wiedersehen

and promote our true community spirit with the

universal language of music. I am sure there will

be a positive report on this wonderful day in next
month’s Templer Talk.

The Sydney Templer weekend away in the Hunter
Valley from September 8 to 10 is booking up fast.

If you are still considering this, please contact Bev
Leszinsky or Ingrid Turner as soon as possible.

We are aiming to celebrate Oktoberfest this year.
Please contact me if you would like to attend

CONTACT ME: Jan Johnson | Sydney Community Support Worker | M: 0412 731 101 | E: jan@templesociety.org.au
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CHAMPION

Jacinta Aulsebrook

A busy month passed and another busy one to

come! Here is a little of what has been happening
at CHAMPION.

We received many donations of food, clothing,

blankets, pillows, scarves, beanies, white goods,
books and toys.

We have helped our clients in different ways
and it has been appreciated. As Anne Frank

said, “No one has ever become poor by giving.”

These words are so true. Thanks to all who have

donated or recommended to others to donate to
CHAMPION.

Our 12 Weeks of Winter Drive has been running for
a while. We have a few schools on board, but we

need more. If you think your child’s school or even

your work would like to participate, please contact
Martina or get them to apply online at www.
templesociety.org.au/12-weeks-of-winter

Want to help?
Before I open on a Monday, I set up the

Volunteers

room, open the curtains and make sure

CHAMPION is always in need of new faces
to volunteer. Please share and let your

we are ready to help clients. The other
day after I had set up, I took a look at

the room and just had to take a photo.

friends know if they are interested.

We are so lucky to have such a relaxing
and beautiful room to use.

Food and Goods
We desperately need coffee, toothpaste and

Photo courtesy of Martina Eaton

cleaning products.

CONTACT ME: Jacinta Aulsebrook | CHAMPION Support Worker | E: champion@templesociety.org.au
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Eva Simo
daughters. After Klaus’ stroke, they needed help,

TTHA
Mid-winter is upon us, the days are cooler and,
now that the winter solstice has passed, our

daylight lasts longer and we can look forward to
warmer temperatures and the fresh aromas of

spring. As we continue to stay warm and cosy here
at TTHA, we still get to enjoy all of our activities

and events, especially German folk dancing (keeps
you nice and warm!), singing, scenic drives, wineand delicious honey-tasting. It’s also that time of
the year again when our group of International

Volunteers prepares to return to their homes in

Germany. It will be sad to see them go, as they

have all formed many long-lasting relationships
over the last twelve months, not only with our

residents, but also with our staff. At the same time,
we’re excited about continuing this tradition and

welcoming a new group of International Volunteers
in early August.

Some of our International Volunteers have also had
the opportunity to accompany our TTHA-at-Home
team on visits to residents outside of TTHA. This
has been a great experience for all concerned,

as it builds trust and wonderful connections. Two
of those visited are Klaus and his wife of almost
60 years, Irma. The couple moved to Australia

from Germany in the early 1950s and have two

and our dedicated TTHA-at-Home team was

there every step of the way. Each week, one of

our carers cleans Klaus and Irma’s home, helps
with gardening, takes them both to medical

appointments, takes Irma shopping and helps

with cooking. A physiotherapist also visits Klaus

three times a week, and the support has made a

great difference to their lives. Klaus and Irma get to
thoroughly enjoy life at home and spend time with
their six grandchildren.

Our TTHA-at-Home team is not only dedicated to

care, but its members are also extremely creative!
The team has recently launched a new marketing
campaign highlighting our fabulous home care

services. We’ve taken advantage of various media
by advertising on radio – with Eastern FM 98.1

in the last six months and now with Smooth FM
91.5 – and online digital marketing with Google

AdWords, Facebook and Instagram. Make sure
you like our page and share with your friends!

In addition, we’ve introduced a movie night for
doctors, a mail drop, public relations and two

information sessions each followed by a light lunch
(see page 20 for more information).

If you or someone you know needs help at home,

please come in and have a chat with our TTHA-at-

Home team; give them a call on 8720 1338 or email
homecare@ttha.org.au

Wishing you a comfy, cosy winter.

CONTACT ME: Eva Simo | Chief Executive Officer | P: 8720 1300 | E: eva.simo@ttha.org.au
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ELDERS’ EXCHANGE

Theo Richter

Germany, June 2017
Sometimes in your life you arrive at a destination
and feel as if you’ve never left home. That’s how

Heidi and I felt when we finally arrived in Degerloch
after a long flight to Germany from Australia, to
take part in the Elders’ exchange program.

The very first event we attended was the Founding
Day service on Sunday, June 18 held in the

wonderful surrounds of the TGD Gemeindehaus

in Degerloch. To say that I was apprehensive is an
understatement, because I had offered to assist

Peter Lange with the service and it was, of course,
to be conducted in German.

I think everyone knows that my mother tongue is

English, with a smattering of Palästina Schwäbisch
thrown in. For me, Hochdeutsch is a foreign

language, so it was with some trepidation that I

read the piece Peter had translated out aloud on
as many occasions as possible over the ensuing

days – mainly because ‘thinking’ the words is very
different from ‘speaking’ them. Needless to say,
after much laughter and joking and cajoling and
prompting by Heidi, I felt that I could somewhat
competently present my piece.

Theo and Heidi Richter with Eberhard Bitzer
inclusion we experienced, even from people we
didn’t know.

The service was thought provoking and engaging.

Peter spoke of the inclusiveness that is engendered
in all of us through our kinship with the Templer

Community – the idea that by building a house on

the foundation of Jesus’ words and teachings, we

build relationships that bridge cultural, generational
and political divides. That inclusiveness is the key

that generated such enthusiasm and commitment

amongst the original Templers in Kirschenhardthof.

Sunday soon arrived and we joined the community
at the appointed hour; meeting and greeting,

renewing past friendships and embracing new

ones. Standing out right from the first, and which
made it feel so much like our own community in

Australia, was that everyone introduced themselves

by their first name and it was per ‘Du’ right from the
start. For someone who struggles with the concept
of ‘Sie’ (me, not Heidi), that was the greatest relief.
Added to that was the feeling of warmth and

We were swept away by the music provided by

Rumi Hornung (piano) and Alfred Eissele (oboe) – a
real treat!

The afternoon progressed with a luncheon (and

another reason for feeling so at home) provided by
the ‘Kitchen Team’ (Gridle Lange, Karin Klingbeil
and Rumi Hornung) and a host of helpers.

Delicious fare, including potato salad, Arabischer

Reis zucchini and tomato dish, salads and goulash.
And beer, German beer being a particular favourite
of mine! And the desserts of fresh fruit salad and
berries were delicious!
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This was also the unofficial unveiling of the club

room on the second floor of the Gemeindehaus. It

has just been refurbished and is now a wonderfully

There were two very tired travellers who retired to
bed that night!

light and airy entertainment area with an expansive

We were also fortunate to have received offers

the community can spend time together.

wonderful day visiting the birthplace of the

indoor room and a beautiful al fresco terrace where

We then adjourned to the Saal on the first floor
to listen to a fascinating presentation by Dr

Jakob Eisler on the history of the Amenites, a

small religious sect founded around the same

time as the Templers. This sect was in constant

communication with Hoffmann and the Templers,

from Erich Bollinger, with whom we spent a

Templer Community in Kirschenhardthof and the

surrounding area; and from Eberhard Bitzer, who

kindly took us on a day excursion to the township
of Blaubeuren to see the exquisite Blautopf (a
submerged cave system like the Blue Lake at
Mt Gambier in South Australia).

and it was fascinating the way Eisler wove a

Our last official event was to attend an Elders’

conclusion that was highly relevant to the founding

We discussed various topics over finger food

string of separate threads into a logical, coherent
day celebrations of the Temple Society.

After the presentation, we had plenty of opportunity
to talk, catch up on the latest news and just bask in
the TGD ambience which, for us both, was a very

gratifying experience. Kaffee und Kuchen followed
in due course, with delicious fruit cakes and
puddings just like our mums used to make.

meeting at Brigitte Hoffmann’s exotic apartment.
and refreshments – a convivial meeting in a most
convivial setting.

What do we think of our time here amongst the
Templers in Degerloch?

We had a really wonderful encounter, spent in the
company of like-minded souls who opened their

hearts to us and shared with us their thoughts and
experiences. Although it has only been a short
time, it’s one we will cherish for a long while.

Special thanks must go to Karin Klingbeil, who

spent hours with us in conversation discussing the

workings of the Israel trips undertaken by the TGD,
and to Peter Lange, without whom I could not
possibly have taken part in the service.

Reflection in the pool. Blautopf at Blaubeuren.
(Photo Eberhard Bitzer)
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MULTIFAITH SEMINAR

Jessica Blackwell

On Monday, June 5, I attended a Multifaith Future

about someone or with something you don’t quite

Leaders Seminar hosted by the Anti-Defamation

understand.

Commission in Caulfield. The seminar was aimed
at young people between the ages of 18 and 30 of
various faiths to focus on leadership skills, learning
about other faith groups, building networks and
making positive connections with people from

We chatted about our identities and ‘what makes
me, Me?’, how our culture and faith can impact
on what we believe and how we practice that
belief. An African drumming session and a public

these groups, all within a safe environment.

speaking exercise took us all outside our comfort

As someone who is lucky enough to work out of

around us to not judge or be harshly critical of what

peak traffic hours, my day started off trying to

we had to say.

navigate how much time I would need to drive
to Hawthorn Road in Caulfield from Rowville by
8.30am. Even though I gave myself a good hour,
I still only scraped in with about two minutes to
spare – NOT late though! I was met by a high steel
fence, boom gates and two burly-looking security
guards. I guess in this day and age, apparently,
you can’t be too careful about who you let into the
Jewish Centre. ID was shown (fingerprints were
not taken), I wrote myself a name badge and then
courageously went and introduced myself to the
nine other participants. I had anticipated a young
crowd, but was very pleased to find out we had a
wide age range (some even over 30!) and that I also
shared the same birthday (albeit ten years apart)

zones and pushed us to really trust in the people

Most of the day was focused on our own faiths.
Between us there were two Jews, two Sikhs, a
Christian, four Aboriginals (or Original People as
they prefer to be called) and a Templer. In smaller
groups, we talked about everything from what we
personally believed in, to a broader and generic
topic of what our faith actually involved. The
different rituals, prayers, festivals, ceremonies,
artefacts, texts, objects, values, morals and roles
(if any) defined by gender that each faith contained
was intriguing to say the least!
The way each person opened up about their
culture and spoke passionately about their

with one of the other girls.

belief was really moving and, at times, quite

After grabbing a cup of coffee, we played a few

just as no judgement, scorn or intolerance was

icebreaker games and touched on how good
communication makes a massive difference when
meeting someone new and learning about their
faith. Just the simple act of engaging and listening
to what another person has to say can be all it
takes to eliminate any tension and uncertainty
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overwhelming. No question was a wrong question,
made toward any of these people. At the beginning
of the seminar, it was pointed out to us that this
was a safe and open environment. By the end of
of the day, I felt like I had known these people for
a lot longer than 11 hours! Sometimes emotions
ran high as we spoke about things that were close
to the heart or particularly hard to say out aloud.

The connections we made, thoughts we shared
and discussions we had are usually those seen
and done between close friends, yet somehow we
felt it was more than okay to share this amongst
ten strangers who came together for a common
purpose – knowledge and understanding – and a
sense of togetherness.

Hello from the new
Youth & Activities
Coordinator!
Hi! My name is Cath Shelley and I’m the
Temple Society’s new Youth & Activities

Coordinator, officially taking over Susi’s role
next year. Having just returned from being

It’s actually quite difficult to put into words how I
felt walking away from a day like that. It was like I
was looking at the world in a different light – take
away our differences in hair, eye and skin colour,
our gender, our race and our religion, and we’re all
just the same – human. And each and every one of
us has something different to offer this world.
With all the conflict and intolerance that seems to
be occurring on a regular basis across the globe,

initiated by the 2017 Confirmation group’s
Wilsons Prom Camp, I’m really enjoying
getting to know everyone so far!

For those of you I haven’t met yet, here’s a
few fun facts about me :)
•

I like people; please come and say hello –

•

I am very family-orientated; I am close

it can sometimes be really difficult to remain

younger than me.

in the right direction could be as simple as listening
around you. Challenge yourself. The next time you

•

have coffee with your friends, try discussing faith

Because, ultimately, ignorance breeds fear,
and then conflict, but knowledge cultivates
understanding, and then peace.

I come from an Event Management

background; I have run both international
and national conferences.

and culture. Better yet, try it with a fellow human
you don’t actually know.

to my parents who live in Boronia, and
I have one sister who is 18 months

optimistic about all living together in peace. A step
with an open mind and warm heart to the strangers

I’m friendly, I promise.

•

I like sports; particularly baseball and

•

I love to travel; through working and

netball, which I play on the weekends.

travel, I’ve visited over forty countries,
and I believe that experiencing other
cultures is one of the best forms of
education.

I hope you’ll come and say hello to me,

and I’m looking forward to the creative and
exciting activities we will all put together.
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CONVERSATIONS THAT MATTER

Cath Shelley

When it comes to the Mental Health and Wellbeing

Through this new series in Templer Talk, we will

of the youth in our lives, it seems that it’s often

explore a few such conversations and strategies

difficult to know the right path to take.

you could be sharing with children and adolescents

We want to help! But how can we? We aren’t
experts!
After attending a seminar (Generation Next) in
June, which opened my eyes not only to the

(even adults around you).
This month’s article will focus on Anxiety to open
up the discussion. You are also able to attend and
listen to experts in the field at our Anxiety Forum.

blaring statistics and negative impact poor mental

For the most prevalent mental health disorder,

health can have on our youth, through to their adult

Anxiety, understanding it, and then facing it, as

lives, I also learnt something that gave hope. A

opposed to knowing where it comes from, is

world of positives, little associated with the stigma

actually the most important thing. If you do suspect

surrounding mental health.

anxiety in someone you know, raise it when that

Professor Jennie Hudson (Macquarie University)
spoke of her research into a case where groups

person shows signs of distress or concern; when it
begins to interfere in an aspect of their life.

of parents of pre-adolescents were studied; one

Remember – we talk about hygiene, sex, physical

group was educated on strategies to deal with

injuries with children at a young age, in ‘age

mental health issues, whilst the other was left alone

appropriate language’. Similarly, try to introduce

to practise sensible parenting practices. As the

the topic of mental health as a means of reducing

study followed the adolescents into their teens, it

stigma and stereotypes.

was found that those parents having been through
the education had adolescents with significantly

Tip:

Pay attention to courageous behaviour. Too

less depression and anxiety.

often the fear or anxiety gets the attention. That is

Seems obvious, right? Those parents were the

balance, so that the brave behaviour creates more

experts!

attention.

You don’t need to be an expert to have an impact.
Through simple understanding and education,
and having Conversations that Matter with your
children, you can create a positive effect.
The key thing I walked away with is the importance
of having Conversations that Matter.
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not to say ignore anxious behaviour. Try to shift the

YOUTH
ANXIETY
Information Workshop

SATURDAY 12TH AUGUST
3.00PM TO 5.00PM

FOR PARENTS + TEENS
This is a free event for parents and
young people over 13 years of age to
raise awareness about youth anxiety.

SPLIT SESSIONS
A session for parents and a session
for young people (with a therapy
dog!) will run at the same time.

VENUE

HELP SOMEONE
YOU KNOW
Anxiety disorders are the most
common mental health issue
experienced by young Australians.
Join us for a psychologist-run
informative workshop to learn how
to recognise the symptoms of
anxiety in your friends and family
and what you can do to support a
young person you know. All
participants will receive take home
resources. No bookings required.
For more information, contact
Martina Eaton on 0433 335 815.

Templer Community Hall
51 Elizabeth Street, Bayswater
Refreshments provided
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NOTICES
TEMPLER CHOIR BACK FROM
WINTER BREAK
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME!

Martha Frank and her children, Kurt, Lotte and Roland, circa 1912
Photo courtesy of Doris Frank, TSA Archives

CHRISTMAS CRAFTING
If you are interested in making items, either for
the Bentleigh Adventsfeier or the Temple Society
Christmas stall at the TTHA Weihnachtsmarkt,

Wednesday, August 2
Community Room Bayswater
8.00pm

please contact me.

Practice is every Wednesday at 8.00pm,

ask Mark! – that you may like to use. In particular,

alternating between Bayswater and Bentleigh.

I have accumulated many craft items from
numerous people over a number of years – just
I have much embroidery cotton and aida cloth,
and many cross-stitch patterns.

Our next performance is at the Presentation
Service in Bentleigh on Sunday, October 8.

For more information, contact:
Monika Strasser
M: 0439 764 769
Krista Imberger
M: 0439 318 290
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Or, if you are interested in making other things, I
have a lot of craft items, beads and felt. Ask me. I
may have just what you are looking for!

Marianne Herrmann
M: 0407 271 764
E: nanne@templesociety.org.au

The Heritage and Culture Focus Group presents

The Postal Story of the
Templers’ Settlement in
Palestine (1868-1948)
The Yoel Amir Collection
Sunday 13 August 2017 at 2.00pm
Temple Society Community Chapel
51 Elizabeth Street, Bayswater (Melway 64 F7)
Afternoon tea provided after the presentation
For more information, please contact: Doris Frank on
0427 181 027 or at doris.frank@optusnet.com.au

BIRTH NEWS!

AN EVENING SUPPER
SERVICE

We have a new grandson! Michael
James Schwarzbauer, born July 13 to

Sunday, August 27
Bentleigh Hall at 5.30pm

Robert and Lisa. A baby brother for
Leila and Alex.

Resi and Rudolf Schwarzbauer

“The next best thing to eating food, is talking about it”
– Julie R. Thomson, The Huffington Post.
Come along for an extraordinary evening of food for soul,
mind and body. Bookings not required.

Renate Beilharz & Dot Ware

COMING SERVICES
Sunday, August 6
Family Service & Community Afternoon
Bayswater Chapel at 2.30pm
Elders: Harald and Christine Ruff

FUN FRIDAYS HAVE
BEGUN!

Wednesday, August 9
Ecumenical Service

Every Friday night from 7.00pm
Bayswater Community Room

TTHA at 10.30am

A casual drop-in night similar to the old JG days. Bring a
DVD. Bring your friends. Catch up and have a chat. All ages.
All welcome. Please text Hoovy on 0429 990 703 if you’re
thinking of coming along.

Sunday, August 27

Elder: Herta Uhlherr

Evening Supper Service
Bentleigh Hall at 5.30pm
Elder: Renate Beilharz

TTHA-AT-HOME INFORMATION SESSIONS
Wednesday, August, 30 - Temple Society Chapel
51 Elizabeth St, Bayswater
10:30am followed by light lunch
Wednesday, September 27 - Temple Society Australia
152 Tucker Rd, Bentleigh
10:30am followed by light lunch
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Open to our residents, family members or

representatives to learn more about TTHA-at-Home
including:
•

Government changes to aged care services

•

Help with accessing My Aged Care

•
•

Private Care

Services available to help live and age well

RSVP: info@ttha.org.au (at least one week prior)

COME
DANCE
WITH US
SOCIAL DANCE GROUP
Bayswater Hall
51 Elizabeth Street, Bayswater

The Social Dance Group is open to all TSA
members and friends and also the wider
community. All ages and abilities are welcome
to dance, or simply come and benefit from the
music and company.
No experience or partner required. Dance
teacher, Kirrily Kirstin, will cover a range
of very easy and enjoyable social dances
including some line and circle dances.

Afternoon Tea. There will be a brief afternoon
tea break with chairs and tables available,
allowing participants to take a rest and have a
talk with each other.
Transport. The van travels from the Bentleigh
Hall, departing East Bentleigh at 12.10pm, and
has space for six participants. Please contact
Nanne at the TSA Office on 9557 6713 to book
your spot.

Upcoming dates August 2, 16 & 30 | September 13
1.00pm to 2.30pm
Cost: $5.00 per person (per session)
Proudly sponsored by
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BIRTHDAYS

SYDNEY EVENTS

Wir gratulieren herzlich zum Geburtstag unserer

Friday, August 11

Mitglieder:
Heinz Bulach			85
Ulrich Hapke			78
Ingeborg Hoefer		

75

John Hohnholt		

81

Richard Hornung		

84

Hennig Imberger		

76

Helga Jürgensen		

79

Walter Katz			86
Elisabeth Kuebler		

82

Helga Löbert			78
Norbert Sawatzky		

86

Wilhelm Sawatzky		

94

Herbert Schnerring		

85

und wünschen auch allen hier nicht angeführten
Geburtstagskindern alles Gute und Schöne zum neuen

Seniors’ Group, Wentworthville
11.45am

Friday, August 18
Templer Night Out
El Phoenician, Parramatta
7.00pm

Sunday, August 27
Winter Lieder Concert
Meadowbank Hall
1.00pm

Friday, September 8
Seniors’ Group, Blacktown
11.45am

September 8 to 10
Hunter Valley Weekend

Lebensjahr – Happy Birthday!

BEREAVEMENT

ROSTERS

Our Mum and Oma, Luise Maria Ruff (née Richter),
passed away in the early hours of Tuesday, July 11,
after 87 very full and blessed years.

Bayswater Afternoon Tea | Sunday, August 6

We would like to express our heartfelt thank you to
our Templer community for the many condolence
messages, cards and flowers.

Susi Richter

Our sincere thanks go to Mark Herrmann, for his
support and friendship, and for his moving service. Our
gratitude also goes to Sonia Glenk for her beautiful
piano playing. They both had special places in Mum’s
heart.
And we’d also like to express our utmost admiration of,
and gratitude to, the wonderfully caring staff of TTHA,
especially those of Warrina Upper, Mum’s home for the
last three years. You took great care of Mum and have
left us with a very positive, lasting impression!

Brigitte, Kristin, Peter and Harald with families
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Erika English
Marlene Kuebler
Anne Wied
2017 Confirmands

Bayswater Flowers | Sunday, August 6
Helga Löbert
Gerda Knaub

Bayswater Lawnmowing | Week ending August 13
Heinz-Dieter Herrmann
Richard Herrmann

Bentleigh KItchen Roster | Sunday, August 27
Gisela Schmidt
Dot Ware

e
h
t
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August 2017
1

TUE

TSAL Be 7.30pm

2

WED

Social Dance Group Ba Hall 1.00pm to 2.30pm
Templer Choir Practice recommences Ba 8.00pm

6

SUN

Family Service & Community Afternoon Ba 2.30pm

7

MON

Bank Holiday (NSW)

8

TUE

RC Be 7.30pm
Be Frauenverein 12.00pm

9

WED

TTHA Ecumenical Service 10.30am

11

FRI

Sy Seniors’ Group 11.45am
Telelink 2.30pm

12

SAT

Youth Anxiety Forum Ba 3.00pm to 5.00pm

13

SUN

Postal Story of the Templers’ Settlement in Palestine Ba Chapel 2.00pm

16

WED

Social Dance Group Ba Hall 1.00pm to 2.30pm

18

FRI

September Templer Talk deadline
Sy Templer Night Out 7.00pm
Youth Skate & Slide

25

FRI

Telelink 2.30pm

26

SAT

Youth Connect

27

SUN

Winter Lieder Concert Sy 1.00pm
Evening Supper Service Be 5.30pm

30

WED

TTHA-at-Home Information Session Ba Chapel 10.30am
Social Dance Group Ba Hall 1.00pm to 2.30pm

E tsa@templesociety.org.au | W templesociety.org.au | T 03 9557 6713

